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in addition to the effects, you can also add audio clips. you can add looping effects, such as a fade-in or fade-out
effect. you can also adjust the volume and pan of the audio clip. goldwave has many different tools and effects

that you can use to make your audio sound better. you can apply effects to your audio track, add audio clips, and
manipulate the audio, but goldwave also offers a number of other features as well. you can add titles to your audio

file, add tracks, export and burn your audio files, and you can also split, mix, and overlap audio tracks. now that
you know how to access the windows volume control, let’s go over goldwave’s new features. goldwave is a
multifaceted tool for recording and editing audio. its interface has been greatly improved for this version of

goldwave, and there are some additional features that enhance the overall experience. while goldwave will still
take a long time to open and to do a variety of tasks, it is a lot faster now. the first reason for this improvement is
due to the fact that you can now run goldwave directly from your windows explorer. this feature comes in handy if
you want to open a project in goldwave and then save it in another location. for example, you can open a project,
create an audio file, and then move that file to your desktop. when you are finished with that project, you can use
the explorer to click on the goldwave file on your desktop and goldwave will open. this is also useful if you want to

view the goldwave project on your desktop, and you do not have your goldwave installation saved on your hard
drive. in this case, you can use the explorer to save the project and close the explorer. this is a great time saver.
second, when you record audio or when you perform other functions that take a long time to complete, you may
want to take a break. pressing ctrl-s is now a one-click command that will pause goldwave. third, you can now
copy the entire contents of your hard drive to the hard drive at your desktop. this means that you can quickly
move a project to the hard drive by pressing ctrl-s instead of having to use the explorer. finally, you can now

create a new project from scratch without using the project menu, which is found on the file menu. this is great if
you want to start a new project without having to first open an existing project. simply press control-n and

goldwave will create a new project.
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in this version of goldwave, you can use
a variety of sound effects. for example,
you can record your voice and then use
the file to add a voice effect to a file, or
you can record some other sound, such

as a car honking, and use it to add a
mechanical effect to a song or other

recording. goldwave can now record and
playback more sound sources. for

example, you can add sound to a voice
recording with the line in, microphone,
cd audio, cd device, and wave device.

you can also add various effects such as
reverb, delay, and other effects to

recordings. i won’t explain how to do
this in this article, but it is a great

feature. in addition, goldwave now has a
dedicated record button for each source,
so you can record, pause, resume, stop,
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and save recordings faster. goldwave
has a number of new options. let’s take
a look at them. the first new option is
the file menu, found on the top menu

bar. this new option is a one-click
command that allows you to open, save,
or close the currently active project. the

options menu has a number of new
options, including the option to edit

sample rates. goldwave now supports
five different sample rates, including cd-

quality (44.1 khz), 48 khz, 96 khz,
22050, and 44100. the program works in

real-time, just like an analog tape
recorder and is particularly useful for

making multitrack audio. for example, i
used goldwave to make a four-track

recording of the beatles' songs "i saw
her standing there" and "yesterday." the

beatles' music is recorded twice: once
for the vocals and once for the bass
guitar. i decided to combine them by
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using goldwave's automatic alignment
feature. i first saved a duplicate of the

original file. then i selected the duplicate
and played it to align the two copies. the
automatic alignment feature is the best
and fastest way to align two identical

copies of an audio file. using the
windows volume control, i adjusted the

playback speed of the duplicate to
match the playback speed of the

original. then i selected the two copies
and pressed control-a to automatically
align them. once they were aligned, i

saved the file. 5ec8ef588b
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